Cascade V2: Initial Review
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Before Steven Zieff’s team previewed their new version of the Cascade 40B development plan, we hoped that he listened to
the Wayland community, studied the Wetlands and Rivers Protection Acts, appreciated the risks to children at Camp
Chickami and understood the unique value of Pine Brook.
Other developers told us 24 units would be the maximum on the small Mahoney property because Pine Brook runs right
through it. Perhaps Mr. Zieff would reduce the number of units from 60 to ~24. This would sharply reduce the size of the
building and septic leach fields, the amount of runoff, and the impact on flood zones and Pine Brook.
When the first slide appeared on the screen at Wayland High School, we knew his new plan was Monster V2. Mr. Zieff
refused to reduce the number of units, and simply moved the same pieces around on the same checker board:
1. Size: Mr. Zieff’s Version 1 would have been the longest and most massive building in Wayland. Version 2 would be
the tallest and most massive building in Wayland.
2. Appearance: The new building is shaped like a stubby hockey stick, with the east end turned south toward Pine
Brook. To reduce the length, Mr. Zieff added a fourth story and moved more parking outdoors. He shifted the entire
building 41 feet closer to Route 20. So instead of a “set back” design similar to Carriage House, Mr. Zieff created a taller
building much closer to the street.
3. Traffic: Mr. Zieff’s new plan is even worse. There are the same number of units with the same number of cars. Now
there are two entrances / exits – where cars can turn both left and right onto Route 20 and turn left or right into the
apartment complex from Route 20. Can you imagine the impact on traffic in this busy location?
4. Parking: Version 2 moved 39 parking spaces outdoors, with less in the smaller underground garage. There is no
apparent increase in parking – to avoid visitors parking in local neighborhoods.
5. Impact on storm water runoff: The size of the roof was reduced but the size of the parking lots increased. We are
waiting for more information to see if Mr. Zieff’s team upgraded stormwater management.
6. Impact on flood zones: Like Version 1, Version 2 covers and fills in the FEMA A flood zone – which exacerbates flood
risk and damage upstream and down, including Camp Chickami and Temple Shir Tikva.
7. Impact on Pine Brook: Even though the apartment building has been changed, the size of the septic fields did not
change. Like Version 1, both septic fields and construction intrude significantly on the 100’ and 200’ Wetlands and
Rivers Protection Act resource areas. 3+ million gallons of septic effluent would still leach into Pine Brook.
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This is how an artist thinks Mr. Zieff’s huge apartment complex will look:
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Like Version 1, the only representation that Mr. Zieff provided is a fanciful watercolor, clearly not to scale. Let’s take a closer
look at the actual size and appearance of his ‘Cascade’ development.
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Let’s start with how Version 2 will look on Route 20
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A “before” and “after” view helps to show the difference. Here is the current view on Route 20 heading west, courtesy of
Google Maps:
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… and here is how Monster V2 will look in the same location, four stories tall and 41 feet closer to the street. Flip back
to the previous page to compare. Instead of the longest and most massive building in Wayland, Version 2 would be the tallest
and most massive:

Note: Mr. Zieff’s design for Version 1 and Version 2 do not match the quality of this building. Frankly, we are concerned that
he is trying to build the cheapest building to maximize his profit.
Tip: You can see buildings that are close to the size of Mr. Zieff’s Version 2 at 1 Repton Place in Watertown, which were used
for this comparison. There are four large ‘L’ shaped buildings at this site, four stories tall and slightly smaller than the
Cascade design. This complex is in the middle of a retail and commercial area – not a residential area like Wayland.
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Here is how the current Mahoney’s property looks from the air
Note how tall the Mahoney’s Garden Center buildings are compared to surrounding homes:
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Now let’s see how the tallest building in Wayland would look in the same space. Note the height and size compared to
the previous photo:
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The western side would be the tallest part of the building:
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Mr. Zieff’s new building plan includes a strange anomaly: the ‘ghost’ fourth floor
We reviewed the new elevation views in Mr. Zieff’s plan and noticed that the fourth floor has no color like the other floors
and appears washed out – much lighter and less noticeable. The emphasis is on the first three floors. For example, here is
the north elevation:
Fourth floor grayed out

With correct colors and contrast, it should look like this –four full floors:
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Flood zone impact
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Like Version 1, Mr. Zieff’s new plan fills in the FEMA A flood zone, putting Camp Chickami and other properties upstream
and down at risk of more extensive flood damage:

Note: Mr. Zieff disputes this FEMA flood zone map. He will need to fund professional hydrologic analyses to determine
discharge-frequency relationships along the flooding source and hydraulic analyses to determine the extent of floodwaters
(floodplain) and the elevations associated with the water-surface, per LOMA standards to ensure compliance with 44 CFR
Section 60.3(b)(3) and MassDEP regulations for Bordering Land Subject to Flooding (BLSF). Mr. Zieff will also need to pay for
an independent peer review of his new flood zone study.
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Intrusions into RPA and WPA resource areas next to Pine Brook

Like Version 1, Mr. Zieff’s new plan includes construction well within the 100’ inner RPA and 100’ WPA resource areas,
which are designed to protect sensitive rivers and natural resources. As previously documented, Pine Brook is a designated
Cold Water Fishery and the #1 habitat for native Eastern Brook Trout in the entire Boston metro area according to MA
Fisheries & Wildlife – making these intrusions particularly egregious:

Construction of the large septic
leach field mounds will require
heavy excavation equipment that
will damage areas well beyond
the edges of the mound.
71.8’ to
infiltration basin
18.8’ to outfall
50.1’ to
septic mound

65’ to
septic mound

88’ to
retaining wall

51.5’ to
retaining wall
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The concrete retaining wall on the south eastern corner will require extensive excavation with heavy equipment, within
50 feet of the wetland that adjoins Pine Brook:

Retaining wall

51.5’ to the retaining wall. The
trench excavated for the large and
deep footing will be closer, and will
require heavy equipment to dig the
trench and place the concrete.
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All of the maple and pine trees between the septic fields and Pine Brook would need to be cut down to eliminate
root damage to the leach fields. These mature trees provide critical shade to Pine Brook and Eastern Brook Trout
spawning beds in this part of the river. Eastern Brook Trout are very sensitive to changes in water temperature, and this
loss of shade in the summer will raise water temperatures.
Inspectapedia, a professional source for building regulations and standards, provides this advice for trees near septic leach
fields. Note that pine and maple trees are included in the list. (emphasis added)

“Keep at least as much distance between the tree and the nearest drainfield component as the anticipated
height of the tree at its maturity.
So if the tree will be 30' tall at maturity keep it at least 30' from the drainfield.
Some trees should be kept at much greater distances, up to 100' from septic fields, as we discuss just below.
What kinds of trees should be kept farthest away from septic systems?
Trees considered to have deep and/or aggressive roots that are likely to damage a drainfield include:


Bamboo, Beech trees Fagus sp. and Birch trees Betula sp.



Cypress trees



Elm trees Ulmus sp. and Eucalyptus



Pepper trees



Pine trees, such as Monterey pine.



Poinciana trees Delonix regia, a semi-evergreen



Poplar trees Populus sp.



Maple trees, particularly red and silver maples Acer rubrum and Acer saccharinium



Walnut trees



Willow trees Salix sp are popularly known for "liking water" and will certainly send out long root
systems.”

Source: https://inspectapedia.com/septic/Plant_Trees_Over_Septic_Fields.php
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The Cascade plan is simply too big for this small property
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The root cause of all of these major problems remains the same: Mr. Zieff is trying to pack far too many apartments on a
small property with major RPA and WPA issues. He continues to refuse to reduce the number of units, which remains at 60.
Version 2 of his plan simply moves the same checkers around on the same board, with the same outcome.
A much smaller development would be economically viable, and Mr. Zieff provided no justification for the huge size of his
Cascade proposal. We can only assume that maximum profit is the driver.
We encourage Mr. Zieff to stop spending money chasing the Cascade plan. There are many other properties in the Boston
metro area that cost less for more acres – without difficult RPA and WPA issues. This pursuit is needlessly wasting his time
and money, and Wayland’s.
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